FREIGHTLINER’S M2 112: THE COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR YOUR AUTO HAULING DEMANDS.

Built on the M2 112 platform, the Auto Hauler’s 102” overall cab height and frame height of 33-1/4” allow for a second level of cars within height regulations. With this unmodified roof structure, the M2 112 maintains structural integrity and headroom, making it an ideal production cab with no compromising modifications. The front axle suspension is rated up to 14,600 lbs, allowing for larger cars over the cab and, with fuel tank configurations of up to 160 gallons available, fuel capacity is no longer a problem. And, with our clear back-of-cab chassis, the M2 112 is an easy upfit for equipment manufacturers, allowing greater flexibility.

Maximum payload, driver comfort and easy body upfit all make this the preferred auto hauler for any fleet.

STANDARD FEATURES
• 112” BBC steel reinforced aluminum day cab
• Set-back axle position @ 47”
• Strong, durable cab and hood
• Halogen composite headlights
• Air rear cab mounts
• 63” x 14” rear window
• Up to 50-degree wheel cut, depending on wheel equipment
• DD13® engine with 350 HP, 1350 lb-ft torque
• Eaton® Fuller® 10-speed manual transmission
• Front axle rated at 14,600 lbs
• Rear suspension rated at 40,000 lbs

OPTIONAL FEATURES
• Engine air intake pre-cleaner
• Ergonomic wing dash
• Large selection of wheelbases with frames and frame reinforcements to meet auto hauling needs
• Transmission power take-offs
• Three batteries mounted under cab with clear back-of-cab packaging
• Range of cylindrical aluminum fuel tanks
• Tandem drive axles at 40,000 lbs
• A wide range of Eaton® and Allison® transmissions
• Freightliner AirLiner® rear suspension
• Expanded dash instrumentations, switches and controls to meet almost any vocational application
• DD13 engine with up to 450 HP, 1650 lb-ft torque
• Cummins® ISC engine with up to 350 HP, 1000 lb-ft torque (available June 2011)
• Cummins® ISL engine with up to 380 HP, 1300 lb-ft torque (available June 2011)

Visit your local Freightliner dealer for complete specifications and options.

FIND A TRUCK FOR YOUR BUSINESS AT FREIGHTLINERTRUCKS.COM/WORKSMART
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